When logging in first thing you will notice

- New Colors
- One size tiles to improve readability
- Consistent interactions across tiles
- Friendlier language in the messaging
- More usable and more accessible components (inputs, selectors, buttons etc.)
- The Tile Edit Button has moved below the tiles
- People with vision impairments can more easily use UKG by zooming the screen up to 400% screen resolution
Improved Mobile Experience

• Improved mobile view

• Better touch targets and more usable controls

• Full screen tiles

• For instructions to install or update the App, refer to the "Getting Started - Mobile Application" job aid on:

https://www.usnh.edu/human-resources/kronos-information-and-resources
Employees and Supervisors can easily view rounded punches

- Click the rounded punches icon, in and out punches will turn gray and not be editable

- To revert click the actual punches icon